TEXT: I Samuel 17
SUBJECT: David the Musician
DOLE NOTES: Volume: 3 Chapter: 66 Page: 130
AGE GROUP: Junior: 9-11

BASIC SUPPLIES:

MATERIALS:
- newspaper
- smocks
- light bulbs (burned out)
- glue mixture
- cardboard tubes from clothes hangers (or dowels)
- paint, brushes, smocks, newspaper
- masking tape

TEACHER PREPARATION:
- cut out tubes from hangers and cut in half
- make sample several days ahead so it can dry and paint it
- prepare glue/water mixture and set around on newspapers

PROCEDURE:
- tape tube to bulb
- tear newspaper strips
- dip strips in glue and cover light bulb and handle with at least 6 layers of paper mache (otherwise broken glass may escape)
- let dry several days
- smash dry maraca so that light bulb inside breaks and makes music
- paint brightly & sing!

NOTES: this is a project about David the musician

MUSIC: first songs: 30
Lori's tape: David & Goliath
Liturgy: